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Obsidian launches affordable, flexible NETRON 
DMX10 AB splitters 
 
Obsidian Control Systems announces the newest addition to its extremely successful and rapidly 
expanding NETRON product range of innovative data distribution devices. With the introduction 
of the DMX10 splitters, it now offers a high-value solution for simpler systems that require rugged 
hardware, flexible configuration and reliable DMX traffic management at an affordable price point. 
 
No nonsense, no compromise solutions for the professional lighting and AV markets, the 
NETRON DMX10™ is a flexible, rackmount, 10-port DMX splitter with dual inputs and freely 
assignable XLR DMX outputs. Available with 5-pin XLR connectors (DMX10-5) or as a 3-pin unit 
(DMX10-3), the DMX10 is easy to configure and is ideally suited for installations and live event 
applications that do not require RDM communication. Both NETRON DMX10 devices are ETL 
approved.  
 

The DMX10 boosts and distributes the DMX 
signal from dual inputs to 10 separate port 
outputs. Utilizing long-life toggle switches, 
each port is easily routed to either the A or B 
input, providing configuration flexibility 
to accommodate any situation. Each output is 
optically isolated from the others, providing 
protection in the event of a short. The 
DMX10 can also be used as a repeater when 
transportation of a DMX signal across longer 
distances is needed. Lightweight yet of a solid 
construction for years of reliable use, each 
DMX10 unit is encased in a rugged metal 
chassis with impact-resistant paint. 

 
NETRON 
The DMX10 is part of Obsidian Control Systems’ comprehensive NETRON data distribution range 
that encompasses Ethernet to DMX gateway, DMX splitter and DMX/RDM splitter solutions. 
Having enjoyed strong market adaptation globally since launching in 2020, clients value NETRON 
for its ease of use, flexible mounting solutions, smart display configuration concept and reliable 24/7 
operation. A perfect complement to Obsidian’s ONYX console range, NETRON is for anyone 
requiring rugged, reliable, and affordable data distribution. View the complete range at 
https://obsidiancontrol.com/netron  
 

https://obsidiancontrol.com/dmx-10-5
https://obsidiancontrol.com/dmx-10-3
https://obsidiancontrol.com/netron


 

 

 
 
 

 
 
About Obsidian Control Systems 
Obsidian Control Systems is an accessible line of advanced yet intuitive lighting control products for professionals. 
Refined by passion, Obsidian Control Systems combines over 25 years of experience developing professional 
entertainment lighting control solutions for automated and theatrical lighting fixtures. Obsidian lighting control software 
and hardware is easy to use and accessible to every level of user, whether a novice programmer or a designer at the 
highest level. All Obsidian lighting control systems run innovative ONYX™ lighting control software, a powerful yet 
easy-to-learn lighting control platform designed for both hardware consoles and PC systems. Obsidian Control Systems 
products are distributed exclusively by Elation Professional worldwide and are available in various sizes to accommodate 
any scale and budget. Visit the Obsidian Control Systems website at www.obsidiancontrol.com to learn more. 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
 
Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com 
 

http://www.obsidiancontrol.com/

